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Welcome to The Monthly Shaftesbury, where you can find all the latest news at 

Shaftesbury Park Primary School.
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Sports Day On July 13th

Don’t Miss It!

And Have Lots Of Fun!!

On July the 13th will be the 

upcoming sports day, a fun event 

that every child would enjoy! 

Read more to find out about the 

brilliant event in Shaftesbury 

Park.

Sports day was created by a man 

called ‘Dhyan Chand Singh’ To 

make children enjoy the end of 

the year before summer holidays 

and to get well moving.

For many years at Shaftesbury 

Park, children are separated into 

teams (Red, Yellow, Green and 

Blue). Children will also need to 

bring a pack lunch for the 

upcoming event.



The Spider-Man 

Of Shaftesbury!

It seems that when  a boy called 

Aedan was in the playground, 

something definitely peculiar 

happened… According to some pupils, 

our fellow student may have been 

bitten by a strange, “radioactive” type 

of spider. Aedan could be our saviour 

for Shaftesbury Park - in this school 

you never know - but remember, 

fellow students: you might see 

something go by and that may be your 

friendly Shaftesbury Park’s Spider-

Man!



Mystery Teacher…

Last Month, we asked you to guess who 

the Mystery Teacher was. You’re correct 

if you thought that it was…

Mr Yorke
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Be Eco Friendly!!!

Turn off the tap when you’re brushing your teeth.

Don’t waste food.

Turn of devices at the wall .

Try these out to save 

the planet!!!

Spread the word!



Dog Tricks
Sit- get a treat and put it behind its 

head until it sits and says sit give your 

dog the treat. 

Lie-put a treat on the floor, wait for 

your dog to lie down and say down 

when they did it and give them the 

treat

Paw-put a treat in your fist and wait 

for your dog to put its paw on your 

hand and say paw and give them the 

treat.

Round-get a treat in your hand place 

your hand above its head and do a full 

circle around its body when it turns 

say turn and give them the treat.

Try these and learn more next month!



Fun Facts About Dogs 

A greyhound could win a race 

against a cheetah 

‘But how do they beat a cheetah?’ we 

hear you ask. Well, while a cheetah can 

get up to almost 70mph, they can only 

keep this going for around 30 seconds. 

Greyhounds, on the other hand, could 

easily run at speeds in excess of 35 mph 

for seven miles. So despite the cheetah’s 

head start, they’d soon overtake!

Dog’s noses are 

the same
Dog noses are like human fingerprints no 

two dogs noses are the same.

Dog’s can smell your feelings 

Feeling blue? Don’t be surprised to receive 

extra love and attention from your dog. 

Scientists have discovered that your pup can 

detect subtle changes in your scent, and can 

use this to determine how you’re feeling. In a 

similar way, dogs can sense certain bodily 

changes – such as illness, and even pregnancy 

– in their owners.



Jokes
Q: What Do You Call A Deer With No Eyes?

A: NO EYE DEER!

Q: What Do You Call A Deer With No Eyes 

Or Legs?

A: STILL NO EYE DEER!

Q:What do you call a dinosaur with no eyes?

A: A DO YOU THINK HE SAW US!

Q: Why Is Wonder Woman Called Wonder 

Woman? 

A: BECAUSE SHE’S ALWAYS  

WONDERING WHERE SHE PARKED 

HER INVISIBLE JET!



Retro Game Facts

Undertale

1:Undertale was originally made in 2015.

2:The creator of Undertale is “Toby Fox”.

3:Undertale came from the Earthbound Halloween 

Hack.

EarthBound

1:Ness is 13 years old.

2:Ness’ favorite food is steak.

3:Ness is stronger then Lucas.

Cuphead

1:King Dice is 110 years old.

2:There are 4 worlds in Cuphead.

3:There are 28 bosses in Cuphead.



Do Something:

Poetry
Poetry is a piece of writing that is made 

to entertain the reader. Poetry usually 

has rhyme or couplets, couplets are lines 

of writing that have the same amount of 

syllables. There are multiple types of 

poems, for instant, there is one called 

kenning and much more we could list!

Poems are also a story describing 

something or a little tale. Much before 

the 1980’s or maybe in the bronze age, 

they used a material called ‘Papyrus’ 

Latin for paper. On Papyrus they made 

scrolls, letters and… Poems!



Sports News

Last Month, the News Team told 

you that Wimbledon 

Championships were going on. On 

the 5th of July, British Tennis Player 

Cameron Norrie played Belgian 

David Goffin, which Cameron Norrie 

won, meaning that he was through 

to the Semi Finals. The other six 

Quarter Finalists were Novak 

Djokovic, Jannik Sinner, Taylor 

Fritz, Rafael Nadal, Cristian Garin 

and Nick Kyrgios.



Answers



Written by 
Aedan, 

Alex, Ava, 
Ethan, 
Henry, 
Ivan, 

Violet and 
William


